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HYPERBOLIC EXTENSIONS OF FREE GROUPS FROM ATOROIDAL
PING-PONG
CAGLAR UYANIK
Abstract. We prove that all atoroidal automorphisms of Out(FN) act on the space of projectivized
geodesic currents with generalized north-south dynamics. As an application, we produce new
examples of non virtually cyclic, free and purely atoroidal subgroups of Out(FN) such that the
corresponding free group extension is hyperbolic. Moreover, these subgroups are not necessarily
convex cocompact.
1. Introduction
Let FN be a free group of rank N ≥ 3, and Out(FN) be its outer automorphism group. Consider
the following short exact sequence
1 −→ FN ι−→ Aut(FN) q−→ Out(FN) −→ 1
where ι sends an element of FN to the corresponding inner automorphism, and q is the natural
quotient map.
Given a subgroup Γ < Out(FN), the preimage EΓ = q
−1(Γ) gives an extension of FN. In fact,
any extension of FN produces an extension of this form, see [16, Section 2]. Motivated by a long
history of investigating hyperbolic extensions of hyperbolic groups [1, 4, 17, 20, 26, 31], Dowdall
and Taylor [16] initiated a systematic study of the following question:
What conditions on the group Γ guarantees that the extension group EΓ is hyperbolic?
When the group Γ is infinite cyclic, generated by ϕ ∈ Out(FN), combined work of Bestvina-
Feighn [1] and Brinkmann [8] shows that EΓ is hyperbolic if and only if ϕ is atoroidal, meaning
that no power of ϕ fixes a non-trivial conjugacy class in FN. Dowdall and Taylor [16] proved that if
a finitely generated subgroup Γ < Out(FN) is purely atoroidal (i.e. every infinite order element is
atoroidal), and the orbit map from Γ into the free factor complex is a quasi-isometric embedding,
then the extension EΓ is hyperbolic. The second condition also implies that every infinite order
element ϕ ∈ Γ is fully irreducible, meaning that no power of ϕ fixes the conjugacy class of a proper
free factor, see section 2 for definitions.
So far the only known examples of hyperbolic extensions of free groups come from slight varia-
tions, or iterated applications of these two constructions, and Shottky-type subgroups generated by
high powers of fully irreducible and atoroidal elements. The following subgroup alternative result
allows us to produce more examples:
Theorem 1.1. Let H < Out(FN) be a subgroup that contains an atoroidal element ϕ. Then one
of the following occurs:
(1) There is some minimal H-invariant free factor A of FN such that the restriction of H to A
is virtually cyclic in Out(A).
(2) There exists a subgroup Γ ≤ H such that Γ ∼= F2 and that every nontrivial element of Γ is
atoroidal. Moreover, the corresponding extension group EΓ is hyperbolic.
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Remark 1.2. Note that Theorem 1.1 generalizes a well known result of Bestvina-Feighn-Handel.
Indeed, if the subgroup H is irreducible, namely no finite index subgroup of H fixes a proper free
factor, then H contains a fully irreducible element by a theorem of Handel–Mosher [21], see also
[22]. Since H contains an atoroidal element, then [36, Theorem 5.4] implies that H contains an
element which is both fully irreducible and atoroidal. In that case, Bestvina-Feighn-Handel [4]
show that either H is virtually cyclic, or there is a nonabelian free subgroup Γ of H such that every
non-trivial element of Γ is atoroidal, and the corresponding free group extension is hyperbolic. A
different proof of the aforementioned result of Bestvina–Feighn–Handel is given by Kapovich and
Lustig [25] who additionally obtained that each nontrivial element is fully irreducible.
Remark 1.3. We remark that the subgroup H isn’t necessarily irreducible or it doesn’t have
to preserve a free splitting of FN. Theorem 1.1 gives new examples of hyperbolic extensions of
free groups, which do not come from previously known constructions. In particular, they are not
necessarily convex cocompact [15, 16, 34].
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following dynamical result. See section
3.1 for definitions.
Theorem 1.4. Let ϕ ∈ Out(FN) be an atoroidal outer automorphism of a free group of rank N ≥ 3.
Then, there exist a simplex of attraction ∆+ and a simplex of repulsion ∆− in PCurr(FN) such
that ϕ acts on PCurr(FN) with generalized north-south dynamics from ∆− to ∆+.
The space PCurr(FN) of projectivized geodesic currents contains positive multiples of conjugacy
classes as a dense subset, and hence serves as a natural tool for detecting atoroidal outer automor-
phisms, see section 2.5 for details. The proof of Theorem 1.4 builds on our earlier results with M.
Lustig about dynamics of reducible substitutions [29] and is modeled on the proof of the specific
case where both ϕ and ϕ−1 admit absolute train track representatives as treated in [28]. In this
paper, we use completely split relative train track maps (CT′ s) which are particularly nice topo-
logical representatives introduced by Feighn and Handel [18]. The new key insight in the proof of
Theorem 1.4 is to use the legal structure coming from the splitting units in the CT that represents
ϕ ∈ Out(FN) rather than using the classical legal structure coming from the edges.
As a byproduct of Theorem 1.4 we also obtain:
Corollary 1.5. Let ϕ ∈ Out(FN) be a fully irreducible and atoroidal outer automorphism. Then
for any atoroidal outer automorphism ψ ∈ Out(FN) (not necessarily fully irreducible) which is not
commensurable with ϕ (i.e. ϕt 6= ψs for any s, t), there exists an exponent M > 0 so that for
all n,m > M , the subgroup Γ = 〈ϕn, ψm〉 < Out(FN) is purely atoroidal and the corresponding
extension EΓ is hyperbolic.
Note that the subgroup Γ in Corollary 1.5 is irreducible, and since Γ is not purely fully irreducible
the orbit map to the free factor graph is not a quasi-isometric embedding [16].
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support, encouragement and feedback. He also thanks Mladen Bestvina and Spencer Dowdall for
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs and graph maps. A graph G is a 1-dimensional cell complex, where 0-cells are called
vertices and 1-cells are called topological edges. We denote the set of vertices by V G, and the set
of topological edges by EtopG. Identifying the interior of an edge with the open interval (0, 1) each
edge admits exactly two orientations. We denote the set of oriented edges by EG. Choosing an
2
orientation on each edge splits the set EG into two disjoint sets: the set E+G of positively oriented
and the set E−G of negatively oriented edges. Given an oriented edge e ∈ EG, the initial vertex of
e is denoted by o(e) and the terminal vertex of e is denoted by t(e), and the edge with the opposite
orientation is denoted by e−1.
An edge path γ in G is a concatenation γ = e1e2 . . . en of edges in G such that t(ei−1) = o(ei)
for all i = 2, . . . n. An edge path γ = e1e2 . . . en is called reduced (or tight) if e
−1
i 6= ei+1 for all
i = 1, . . . n− 1. A reduced edge path γ = e1e2 . . . en is called cyclically reduced if o(γ) = t(γ) and
in addition e−1n 6= e1. We call cyclically reduced edge paths circuits.
Given an edge path γ we denote the reduced edge path obtained by a homotopy relative to
endpoints of γ by [γ].
2.2. Markings and topological representatives. Let RN denote the rose with N pedals, which
is the finite graph with one vertex and N loop edges attached to that vertex. A marking is a
homotopy equivalence m : RN → G where G is a finite graph all of whose vertices are at least
valence 2.
A homotopy equivalence f : G→ G is a (topological) graph map if it sends vertices to vertices, and
its restriction to the interior of an edge is an immersion. Let m′ : G→ RN be a homotopy inverse
to the marking m : RN → G. We say that a topological graph map is a topological representative
of an outer automorphism ϕ ∈ Out(FN) if the induced map satisfies (m′ ◦ f ◦m)∗ : FN → FN = ϕ.
A filtration for a topological representative f : G → G is an ascending sequence of f -invariant
subgraphs ∅ = G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Gk = G. The closure of Gr \ Gr−1 is called the rth-stratum, and
is denoted by Hr.
For each stratum Hr, there is an associated transition matrix Mr of Hr which is a non-negative
integer square matrix. The ijth entry of Hr records the number of times [f(ei)] crosses ej or e
−1
j .
A non-negative square matrix M is called irreducible if for each i, j, there exists k = k(i, j) such
that Mkij > 0, the matrix M is called primitive if k can be chosen independent of i, j. The stratum
Hr is called irreducible (resp. primitive) if and only if Mr is irreducible (resp. primitive). If Mr is
irreducible then it has a unique eigenvalue λ ≥ 1 called the Perron-Frobenius (PF) eigenvalue , for
which the associated eigenvector is positive. We say that Hr is an exponentially growing stratum
or EG stratum if λ > 1 and non-exponentially growing stratum or NEG stratum if λ = 1. We say
that Hr is a zero stratum if Mr is the zero matrix.
2.3. Train track maps. We first set up the relevant terminology to define relative train track
maps, and their strengthened versions CT’s. The standard resources for this section are [6, 5, 18].
Let f : G→ G be a topological graph map. A direction at a point v ∈ G is the germ of an initial
segment of an oriented edge. The map f : G→ G induces a natural derivative map Df on the set
of germs, and we say that a direction is fixed or periodic if it is fixed or periodic under the derivative
map. A turn in G is an unordered pair of directions. We say that a turn is degenerate if the two
directions are the same, and non-degenerate otherwise. A turn is called illegal if its image under
some iterate of Df is degenerate, otherwise a turn is called legal. An edge path γ = e1e2 . . . ek is
called legal if each turn (e−1i , ei+1) is legal. We say that, a turn is contained in a stratum Hr if both
directions are contained in Hr. An edge path γ is called r-legal, if every turn in γ that is contained
in Hr is legal. If Hr is an EG stratum, and γ is a path whose endpoints are in Hr ∩Gr−1, then γ
is called a connecting path.
Definition 2.1. A homotopy equivalence f : G→ G representing ϕ ∈ Out(FN) is called a relative
train track map, if for every exponentially growing stratum Hr the following hold:
(RTT-i) Df maps the set of directions in Hr to itself.
(RTT-ii) For each connecting path γ for Hr, [f(γ)] is a connecting path for Hr. In particular, [f(γ)]
is nontrivial.
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(RTT-iii) If γ is r-legal, then [f(γ)] is r-legal.
Definition 2.2 (Nielsen paths). A path ρ is a periodic Nielsen path if there is an exponent k ≥ 1
such that [fk(ρ)] = ρ. The mimimal such k is called the period, and if k = 1 then ρ is called a
Nielsen path. A periodic Nielsen path is called indivisible if it cannot be written as a concatenation
of periodic Nielsen paths. We will denote the (periodic) indivisible Nielsen paths by (pINP) INP’s.
Definition 2.3 (Taken and exceptional paths). A path γ ∈ G is called r-taken by f : G→ G if γ
appears as a subpath of fk(e) for some k ≥ 1 and for some edge e ∈ Hr in an irreducible stratum.
We will drop r and only say taken whenever r is irrelevant. Let ei, ej be linear edges as defined in
Definition 2.10 below such that f(ei) = eiw
mi and f(ej) = ejw
mj for some root free Nielsen path
w. Then a path of the form eiw
pe−1j for p ∈ Z is called an exceptional path.
Definition 2.4 (Splittings and complete splittings). Let f : G → G be a relative train track
map. A decomposition of a path γ in G into subpaths γ = γ1 · γ2 · . . . · γm is called a splitting if
[fk(γ)] = [fk(γ1)][f
k(γ2)] . . . [f
k(γm)]. Namely, one can tighten the image f
k(γ) by tightening the
images of the subpaths γi. We use the “·” notation for splittings.
A splitting γ = γ1 ·γ2 · . . . ·γm is called a complete splitting if each term γi is one of the following:
(1) an edge in an irreducible stratum
(2) an INP
(3) an exceptional path
(4) a connecting path in a zero stratum that is both maximal and taken
The paths in the above list are called splitting units.
Lemma 2.5. [5, 18] Every completely split path or circuit has a unique complete splitting.
The properties of relative train track maps are not strong enough for our purposes. Hence, in
order to study the dynamics of atoroidal outer automorphisms, we utilize completely split train track
maps (CT’s) introduced by Feighn and Handel. In what follows, rather than giving the defining
properties of CT’s we will list the relevant properties of CT’s and cite the appropriate resources.
We refer reader to [18] for a detailed discussion of CT’s. We begin with two definitions:
Definition 2.6. A subgroup F < FN is called a free factor of FN if there is another subgroup
F′ < FN such that F ∗F′ = FN. We denote the conjugacy class of a free factor F with [F]. A
free factor system is a collection F = {[F1], . . . , [Fk]} of conjugacy classes of free factors of FN
such that there exists F′ < FN (possibly trivial) with the property that FN = F1 ∗ . . . ∗ Fk ∗F′.
There is a partial order on the set of free factor systems as follows: Given two free factor systsems
F = {[F1], . . . , [Fk]} and F ′ = {[F′1], . . . , [F′l]} we say that F @ F ′ if for each [Fi] ∈ F there exists
[F′j ] ∈ F ′ such that g Fi g−1 < F ′j for some g ∈ FN.
The free factor graph FF(FN) is the (infinite) graph whose vertices correspond to conjugacy
classes of proper free factors, and there is an edge between [F] and [F′] if either F < g F′ g−1 or
F′ < g F g−1 for some g ∈ FN. By declaring the length of each edge 1, FF(FN) is equipped with a
path metric d, and a result of Bestvina and Feighn says that FF(FN) is hyperbolic [2]. The group
Out(FN) acts on FF(FN) with simplicial isometries and fully irreducible elements are precisely the
loxodromic isometries [2].
Definition 2.7. For any marked graph G and a subgraph K of G the fundamental group of the
non-contractible components of K determines a free factor system [pi1(K)] = F of FN. We say
that K realizes F . Given a nested sequence C of free factor systems F1 @ F2 @ . . . @ Fn we
say that C is realized by a relative train-track map f : G → G if there is an f -invariant filtration
∅ = G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Gk = G such that or all 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have F i = [pi1(Gk(i))] for some k(i).
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The following theorem is the main existence result about CT’s:
Theorem 2.8. [18, Theorem 4.28, Lemma 4.42] There exists a uniform constant M = M(N) ≥ 1
such that for any ϕM ∈ Out(FN), and any nested sequence C of ϕM -invariant free factor systems,
there exists a CT f : G→ G that represents ϕM and realizes C.
We now state several results about structures of paths in CT’s that will be relevant in the
discussion follows.
Lemma 2.9. [18, Lemma 4.21] If f : G → G is a CT, then every NEG stratum Hr consists of a
single edge ei. Moreover, either ei is fixed, or f(ei) = ei · ui where ui is a nontrivial, completely
split circuit in Gi−1.
Definition 2.10. Let e ∈ G be an NEG edge. The edge e is called a fixed edge if f(e) = e, a linear
edge if f(e) = eη where η is a non-trivial Nielsen path, and a superlinear edge otherwise.
Lemma 2.11 (Properties of CT’s). [18, Definition 4.7, Lemma 4.13, Lemma 4.15, Corollary 4.19,
Lemma 4.25].
(1) For each edge e in an irreducible stratum, f(e) is completely split. For each taken connecting
path γ in a zero stratum, [f(γ)] is completely split.
(2) For each filtration element Gr, Hr is a zero stratum if and only if Hr is a contractible
component of Gr. In particular, there are only finitely many reduced connecting paths that
are contained in some zero stratum.
(3) Every periodic indivisible Nielsen path (INP) has period one.
(4) The endpoints of all INP’s are vertices. The terminal endpoint of each NEG edge is fixed.
(5) If γ is a circuit or an edge-path, then [fk(γ)] is completely split for all sufficiently large k.
(6) Each zero stratum Hi is enveloped by an EG stratum Hr, each edge in Hi is r-taken, and
each vertex in Hi is contained in Hr and has link contained in Hi ∪Hr.
(7) If Hr is an EG stratum, then there is at most one indivisible Nielsen path ρr of height r
that intersects Hr nontrivially. The initial edges of ρr and ρ
−1
r are distinct edges in Hr.
(8) If Hr is a zero stratum or an NEG superlinear stratum, then no Nielsen path crosses an
edge of Hr.
2.4. CT’s representing atoroidal automorphisms. Given an atoroidal outer automorphism
ϕ ∈ Out(FN ), let f : G→ G be a CT with filtration ∅ = G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Gk = G that represents
a suitable power of ϕ as given by Theorem 2.8. Observe that for such a CT, there are no exceptional
paths in the complete splitting of [fn(e)] for any e ∈ Γ as there are no linear edges in Γ (since it
requires a closed Nielsen path). The following is an easy consequence of definitions:
Fact 2.12. Let f : G→ G be a CT that represents an atoroidal outer automorphism. Then, every
Nielsen path is a legal concatenation of INP’s and fixed edges.
Definition 2.13. We call a splitting unit σ expanding if |[fn(σ)]| → ∞ as n → ∞. If f : G → G
is a CT that represents an atoroidal outer automorphism, then an expanding splitting unit is one
of the following three types:
(1) an edge in an EG stratum
(2) a superlinear edge in an NEG stratum
(3) a maximal connecting path γ in a zero stratum such that the complete splitting of [fk(γ)]
contains at least one of the above two types for some k ≥ 1.
2.5. Geodesic currents. Let ∂ FN denote the Gromov boundary of FN. Let ∂
2 FN be the double
boundary, i.e. ∂2 FN = ∂ FN×∂ FN \∆ where ∆ denotes the diagonal. Let ι : ∂2 FN → ∂2 FN be
the flip map given by ι(ζ1, ζ2) = (ζ2, ζ1).
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The group FN acts on itself by left multiplication which induces an action of FN on ∂ FN and
hence on ∂2 FN. A geodesic current on FN is a locally finite (positive) Borel measure on ∂
2 FN
which is both FN-invariant and flip-invariant.
The space of geodesic currents on FN is denoted by Curr(FN), and endowed with the weak-
* topology it is a metrizable topological space [7]. The space of projectivized geodesic currents
PCurr(FN) is the quotient of Curr(FN) where two currents are equivalent if they are positive scalar
multiples of each other. The space PCurr(FN) is compact, see [24].
Both Aut(FN) and Out(FN) acts on the space of currents by homeomorphisms, and these actions
descend to well defined actions on PCurr(FN).
Let g ∈ FN be an element which is not a proper power. We define the counting current ηg
corresponding to g as follows: for any Borel set S ⊂ ∂2 FN the value ηg(S) is the number of
FN-translates of (g
−∞, g∞) or of (g∞, g−∞) that are contained in S. For any nontrivial element
h ∈ FN we write h = gk, where g is not a proper power, and set ηh := kηg. A rational current is a
non-negative real multiple of a counting current. The set of rational currents forms a dense subset
of Curr(FN), see [23, 24, 30].
3. Dynamics of atoroidal automorphisms
3.1. North-south dynamics. Let X be a compact metric space, and G be a group acting on X
by homeomorphisms. We say that g ∈ G acts on X with (uniform) north-south dynamics if the
action of g on X has two distinct fixed points x− and x+ and for any open neighborhood U± of x±
and a compact set K± ⊂ X \ x∓ there exists M > 0 such that
g±nK ⊂ U±
for all n ≥M .
North-south dynamics is a strong form of stability property for the action of a group on a
compact metric space, and allows one to deduce various structural results about the group itself.
For example, a fully irreducible outer automorphism ϕ ∈ Out(FN) acts on the the closure CV of the
projectivized outer space with north-south dynamics [27]. Similarly, if ϕ is both fully irreducible
and atoroidal, then ϕ acts on PCurr(FN) with north-south dynamics, [30], see also [35]. On the
other hand, an atoroidal outer automorphism does not act on PCurr(FN) with classical north-south
dynamics. Existence of invariant free factors makes them dynamically more complicated but, as
we show below, they still exhibit a strong form of stability.
Definition 3.1 (Generalized north-south dynamics). Let X be a compact metric space, and G
be a group acting on X by homeomorphisms. We say that an element g ∈ G acts on X with
generalized north-south dynamics if the action of g on X has two invariant disjoint sets ∆−, and
∆+, (i.e. g∆− = ∆− and g∆+ = ∆+) and for any open neighborhood U± of ∆± and a compact
set K± ⊂ PCurr(FN) \∆∓, there exists M > 0 such that
g±nK± ⊂ U±
for all n ≥M .
We restate Theorem 1.4 from the introduction for the benefit of the reader, the proof of which is
given at the end of this section.
Theorem 1.4. Let ϕ ∈ Out(FN) be an atoroidal outer automorphism of a free group of rank N ≥ 3.
Then, there exist a simplex of attraction ∆+ and a simplex of repulsion ∆− in PCurr(FN) such
that ϕ acts on PCurr(FN) with generalized north-south dynamics from ∆− to ∆+.
The rest of this section is modeled on our earlier paper [28] with M. Lustig, and utilizes the
dynamics of reducible substitutions as treated in [29]. In what follows we explain the subtleties that
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arise in this new setting carefully, while referring to [28] for arguments that follow by straightforward
modifications from the old setting.
3.2. Symbolic dynamics and CT’s. In this section we recall the relevant definitions in symbolic
dynamics and results from our earlier paper [29], that allows us to describe the simplex of attraction
and simplex of repulsion in Theorem 1.4 explicitly.
Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be a finite alphabet, and A∗ denote the set of all finite words in A. A
substitution ξ : A → A∗ is a rule that assigns each letter a ∈ A a non-empty word w in A∗.
A substitution induces a map, which we also denote with ξ, on the set of infinite words AN by
concatenation:
ξ : AN → AN
x1x2 . . . 7→ ξ(x1)ξ(x2) . . .
Given a substitution ξ : A → A∗ there is an associated transition matrix Mξ, where {Mξ}ij is
the number of occurrences of aj in ξ(ai). A substitution ξ is called irreducible if for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
there exists an exponent k = k(i, j) ≥ 1 such that the letter ai appears in the word ξk(aj). The
substitution ξ is called primitive if k can be chosen independently. in what follows, up to passing to
powers and rearranging the letters, we will assume that each transition matrix is a lower diagonal
block matrix where each diagonal block is either primitive, or has bounded entries for all M t for
all t ≥ 1, [29, Lemma 3.1]. We refer reader to [32] and [29] for a detailed account of substitutions.
Given a non-primitive substitution we consider maximal invariant sub-alphabets
0 = A0 @ A1 @ A2 @ . . . @ An = A
and call Ai+1\Ai the ith stratum in analogy with train tracks terminology, [29, Proof of Proposition
3.5].
Given two words w1 and w2 in A
∗, let |w1|w2 denote the number of occurrences of the word w2
in w1. The following is a slight variations of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 of [29], a detailed proof
of which is given in [29, Proposition 5.4, Case 1].
Proposition 3.2. [29] Let ξ be a substitution on a finite alphabet A. Then there exists a positive
power ζ = ξs such that for any non-empty word w ∈ A∗ and any letter ai ∈ A the limit frequency
lim
t→∞
|ζt(ai)|w
|ζt(ai)|
exists. Furthermore, if ai is in a primitive stratum Hi, where the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of
Hi is strictly bigger than those of the dependent strata, then the limit frequencies are independent
of the chosen letter.
The next Proposition shows how one can extract dynamical information from CT’s by interpret-
ing them as substitutions and invoking Proposition 3.2. Similar ideas were also used in our earlier
work [35, 28] in the setting of train tracks and [19] in the CT setting for studying dynamics of
relative outer automorphisms.
For any two reduced edge paths γ and γ′ in a graph G define
〈γ, γ′〉 := |γ′|γ + |γ′|γ−1
Proposition 3.3. Let f : G → G be a CT that represents an atoroidal outer automorphism
ϕ ∈ Out(FN). For any splitting unit σ, and any reduced edge path γ in G the limit
σγ := lim
n→∞
〈γ, f t(σ)〉
|f t(σ)|
exists. Moreover, for any expanding splitting unit σ, the set of values {σγ | γ is a reduced edge path in G}
defines a geodesic current µσ on FN.
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Proof. If the splitting unit is not expanding then there is a definite bound on the length |[fn(σ)]| for
all n ≥ 1. Hence the image [fn(σ)] becomes periodic after sufficiently many iterations. Since every
periodic Nielsen path has period one, the sequence of paths [fn(σ)] becomes eventually fixed, and
the claim follows. For the remaining part of the proof we assume that σ is an expanding splitting
unit and will prove the claim by induction on the height of the stratum. Let r = 1. Since ϕ is
atoroidal, H1 is necessarily an EG stratum, and the restriction of f to G1 = H1 is an absolute train
track map. Hence, the result follows from [35, Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.7]. Now assume that
the claim holds for r ≤ k − 1. There are three cases to consider.
First suppose that Hk is an EG stratum. A splitting unit of height k is either an edge e ∈ Hk,
or an INP intersecting Hk. Since an INP is not expanding we just need to prove the claim for
an edge e ∈ Hk. Let A be the alphabet whose letters consists of edges in irreducible strata that
are in Gk, INP’s contained in Gk−1, and maximal, taken connecting paths in a zero stratum that
are in Gk−1. The fact that this alphabet is finite follows from the properties of the CT map that
represents an atoroidal outer automorphism. Let ζ : A∗ → A∗ be the substitution induced by the
CT f : G→ G on the alphabet A using the following rule: ζ(σ) = [f(σ)]. For each “letter” in the
above alphabet, the image is completely split and hence a reduced “word” in this alphabet. Hence
the above formula is a substitution, and Proposition 3.2 gives the required convergence.
The latter claim that the set of values {σγ}γ∈PG defines a unique geodesic current is easy to
check. They satisfy Kirchhoff conditions, i.e.
(1) 0 ≤ σγ ≤ 2 <∞
(2) σγ = σγ−1
(3) σγ =
∑
a∈A σaγ =
∑
a∈A σγa
as in [29, Proposition 3.13] and [35, Lemma 3.7], and by Kolmogorov measure extension theorem
the result follows.
Now assume that Hk is an NEG stratum. Since σ is expanding it is necessarily a superlinear
edge e. By properties of CT’s, f(e) = e · u where u is a circuit in Gk−1 such that u is completely
split and the turn (u, u−1) is legal. We can similarly define a substitution as in EG case where
the alphabet consists of the edge e, and splitting units appearing in u, and all of its iterates. The
frequency convergence for the corresponding substitution is now given by Theorem 3.2.
Finally, if Hk is a zero stratum, then σ is a maximal connecting taken path, whose image [f(σ)]
is completely split, and has height ≤ k − 1. Hence the claim follows by induction.

Remark 3.4. Note that Proposition 3.2 together with the arguments in the proof of Proposition
3.3 reveals that, for an EG stratum Hr where the PF-eigenvalue is strictly greater than those of
the dependent strata, the currents µe are independent of the edge e chosen from Hr. Furthermore,
combined with [29, Proposition 5.4], we have that for any other expanding splitting unit σ, the
current µσ is a linear combination of currents coming from edges in EG strata.
Definition 3.5. Given a CT map f : G → G that represents an atoroidal outer automorphism
ϕ ∈ Out(FN), we define the simplex of attraction as the projective class of non-negative linear com-
binations of currents obtained from Proposition 3.3. We define the simplex of repulsion similarly,
using a CT map that represents ϕ−1.
3.3. Goodness and legal structure.
Lemma 3.6 (Bounded Cancellation Lemma). [11] Let f : G → G be a topological graph map.
There exists a constant Cf such that for any reduced path ρ = ρ1ρ2 in G one has
|[f(ρ)]| ≥ |[f(ρ1)]|+ |[f(ρ2)]| − 2Cf .
That is, at most Cf terminal edges of [f(ρ1)] are cancelled with Cf initial edges of [f(ρ2)] when we
concatenate them to obtain [f(ρ)].
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Definition 3.7 (Goodness). Let γ be a reduced edge path in G and γ = γ1 · γ2 · . . . · γm be a
splitting of γ into edge paths γi. Define gCT (γ) to be the proportion of the sum of the lengths of
γi’s that have a complete splitting to the total length of γ. Define goodness of γ, denoted g(γ), as
the supremum of gCT (γ) over all splittings of γ into edge paths. Since there are only finitely many
decompositions of an edge path into sub-edge paths the value g(γ) is realized for some splitting
of γ. We will call the splitting for which g(γ) is realized the maximal edge splitting of γ. The
subpaths that are part of a complete splitting in the maximal edge splitting will be called good.
The subpaths in the maximal edge splitting which do not admit complete splittings will be called
bad.
Let w ∈ FN be a conjugacy class in FN, and γw be the unique circuit in G that represents w ∈ FN.
We define the goodness of the conjugacy class w as g(w) := g(γw).
Remark 3.8. The properties of CT’s, see Lemma 2.11 items (1) and (5), imply that forward
images of good paths are always good, and forward images of bad paths are eventually good.
Proposition 3.9. Let f : G → G be a CT representing an atoroidal outer automorphism ϕ ∈
Out(FN). There exists s > 0 such that for any completely split edge path σ such that |σ| is suffi-
ciently big
(total length of expanding splitting units in σ)
|σ| ≥ s
Proof. Let σ be a completely split edge path, and consider its complete splitting. By properties
of CT’s (Lemma 2.11 (6)) each maximal connecting path in a zero stratum necessarily followed by
an edge in an EG stratum. Since zero strata are precisely the contractible components, there is an
upper bound for the length of any maximal connecting path in a zero stratum, say Z0. Since ϕ is
atoroidal, there is also an upper bound for the length of any path that is a concatenation of INP’s
and fixed edges, say Z1. Let Z = max{Z0, Z1}. From these two observations it follows that for any
completely split edge path of length≥ 2Z + 1, we have
(total length of expanding splitting units in σ)
|σ| ≥
(total length of EG or superlinear edges in σ)
|σ| ≥
1
2Z + 1

Convention-Remark 3.10. Note that the values Z0, Z1 and hence Z are valid for all powers of
f . From now on, we will replace ϕ, and hence f with a power (which we will still denote by f) so
that each expanding splitting unit grows at least by a factor of 2(2Z + 1).
Definition 3.11 (Short and long good paths). In light of Proposition 3.9 we will call a good
segment γ long good segment if |γ| ≥ 2Z + 1 and short good segment if |γ| ≤ 2Z.
Lemma 3.12. Let Cf be the bounded cancellation constant, and set C := max{Cf , 2Z + 1}. Let
γ = γ1γ2 be an edge path such that γ1 and γ2 are completely split. Then, any edge that is C away
from the turn {γ−11 , γ2} is good.
Proof. Since any completely split path of length ≥ 2Z + 1 grows at least by a factor of 2, bounded
cancellation lemma dictates that reducing f(γ1γ2) will not result in any cancellation at edges C
away from the concatenation point, hence the claim follows. 
Lemma 3.13. For any edge path γ the total length of bad subpaths in [fk(γ)] is uniformly bounded
by |γ|2C.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.12. 
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We first show that, up to passing to further powers, the goodness is monotone.
Lemma 3.14. Let f : G→ G be a CT representing an atoroidal outer automorphism ϕ ∈ Out(FN).
There exists an exponent t′ ≥ 1 such that for any circuit γ with 1 > g(γ) > 0, and for all t ≥ t′
one has
g([f t(γ)]) > g(γ).
Proof. Note, by definition the total length of good subpaths in γ is g(γ)|γ|. Under iteration of f ,
each good segment remains good and the length of each good segment is non-decreasing. Therefore,
total length of good segments in [fk(γ)] is ≥ g(γ)|γ|.
Let t′ be an exponent such that for each edge path β of length ≤ 2C + 1, the edge path [f t(γ)]
is completely split for all t ≥ t′. Therefore, for any bad segment β such that |β| ≤ 2C + 1, the path
[f t(β)] is completely split, hence contains no bad edges. For any bad segment β of length ≥ 2C+1,
divide β into subsegments βi of length 2C + 1, with the exception of last segment being length
≤ 2C + 1. By the choice of t′, each [f t(βi)] is completely split, where the turn at concatenation
points are possibly illegal. Bounded cancellation lemma dictates that total length of bad segments
decreases by at least number of subsegments, and the conclusion of the lemma follows.

Convention-Remark 3.15. In what follows, we pass to a further power of ϕ and f so that
each expanding splitting unit grows at least by a factor of 2(2Z + 1) and the goodness function is
monotone. We furthermore consider the bounded cancellation constant for this new power, but we
continue to use f and Cf .
The following is one of the key technical lemmas in this paper. It allows us to get convergence
estimates while dealing with forward iterations of CT’s.
Lemma 3.16. Let δ > 0,  > 0 be given. There exists an exponent m+ = m+(δ, ) such that for all
circuits γ with g(γ) > δ, we have g([fm(γ)]) > 1−  for m ≥ m+.
Proof. Let γ be a cyclically reduced edge path such that g(γ) = δ > 0. First consider the splitting
of γ into maximal good segments ai and maximal bad segments bi. There are two cases to consider:
Case 1. First assume that
(total length of long good segments in γ)
(total length of good segments in γ)
≥ 1
4Z + 1
This gives that
total length of expanding splitting units in γ
total length of good segments in γ
≥ 1
(2Z + 1)(4Z + 1)
.
Note that by Lemma 3.13 the total length of bad segments in [fk(γ)] is uniformly bounded by
(1− g(γ))|γ|C. On the other hand, the assumption above together with Convention-Remark 3.15
implies that
total length of good segments in [fk(γ)] ≥ g(γ)|γ| 1
(2Z + 1)(4Z + 1)
(2Z + 1)k2k.
Therefore,
g([fk(γ)] ≥
g(γ)|γ| 1(2Z+1)(4Z+1)(2Z + 1)k2k
(1− g(γ))|γ|C + g(γ)|γ| 1(2Z+1)(4Z+1)(2Z + 1)k2k
=
g(γ) 1(4Z+1)(2Z + 1)
k−12k
(1− g(γ))C + g(γ) 1(4Z+1)(2Z + 1)k−12k
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which converges to 1 as k →∞, hence the conclusion of Lemma 3.14 follows for big enough k, say
k = m+.
Case 2. Otherwise we have,
(total length of long good segments in γ)
(total length of good segments in γ)
<
1
4Z + 1
.
Equivalently,
(total length of short good segments in γ)
(total length of long good segments in γ)
≥ 4Z. (3.12.2)
We now subdivide the path γ into subpaths as follows. Consider the maximal edge splitting of
γ. First subpath starts at a good edge, and it stops after tracing a total length of 2Z + 1 good
segments end at a vertex such that the next edge is good. The second subpath starts at where
the first path stops, and traces a total length of 2Z + 1 good segments, and stops at a vertex such
that the next edge is good. We inductively form subpaths γ1, γ2, . . . so that each of them contains
good segments of length 2Z + 1, with the possible exception of the last subpath. Note that by
construction, γi · γ2 · . . . · γs is a splitting of γ.
Observe that the equation 3.12.2 implies that
#{γi containing bad segments}
#{γi which are completely good} ≥ 4Z
which, in turn, implies,
#{γi containing bad segments} ≥ s4Z
4Z + 1
,
where s is the total number of subpaths in γ in above subdivision.
Since
total length of good segments in γ ≤ 1− g(γ)
g(γ)
s(2Z + 1),
each γi above that contains a bad segment, contains
1− g(γ)
g(γ)
s(2Z + 1)
4Z + 1
s(4Z)
=
(2Z + 1)(4Z + 1)
4Z
(1− g(γ))
g(γ)
bad edges on average.
Therefore, for each γ with g(γ) ≥ δ, at least half of the subpaths contains bad segments of total
length
≤ (2Z + 1)(4Z + 1)
2Z
(1− δ)
δ
=: Cb
Let tb > 0 be an exponent such that for all edge paths γ with |γ| ≤ Cb the path [fk(γ)] is
completely split for k ≥ tb. Therefore, at least half of the subsegments in the subdivision will be
mapped to long good segments, and the result follows from Case 1.

Lemma 3.17. Let U a neighborhood of the simplex of attraction and a positive number δ+ > 0 be
given. Then, there exists an exponent N = N(δ, U) such that for any w ∈ FN with g(w) > δ,
(ϕN )n(ηw) ∈ U
for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. We first apply a power of f so that for every conjugacy class w with g(w) > δ, we have
g(ϕ(w)) > 1−  for small  > 0. The rest of the proof is nearly identical to proof of Lemma 6.1 in
[28] where edges are replaced by expanding splitting units. 
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Lemma 3.18. Let f : G → G be a CT that represents an atoroidal outer automorphism. Given
0 < δ < 1, there exists an exponent T such that, for any element w ∈ FN, and for all t ≥ T either
g(ϕt(w)) ≥ δ
or
(total length of bad segments in f t(γw)) ≤ 1
2
(total length of bad segments in γw).
where γw is the unique circuit in G representing w.
Proof. Let γw be the unique circuit in G that represents w ∈ FN. Consider the splitting of γ into
maximal good segments ai and maximal bad segments bi. Recall that C = max{Cf , 2Z + 1}. Let
us call a bad segment bi long bad segment if |bi| > 10C, and short bad segment otherwise.
There are two cases to consider:
Case 1. First assume that,
total length of short bad segments in γw
total length of bad segments in γw
≥ 1
10
.
Since every maximal bad segment is followed by at least one good segment, we have
(total length of good segments in γw) ≥ 1
10C
(total length of short bad segments in γw)
and hence
(total length of good segments in γw) ≥ 1
100C
(total length of bad segments in γw).
Therefore,
g(γw) ≥ 1
100C + 1
.
Now, invoking Lemma 3.16, there is an exponent T1 such that
g(ϕt(w)) ≥ δ
for all t ≥ T1, which is clearly independent of the conjugacy class w.
Case 2. Now assume otherwise that,
total length of long bad segments in γw
total length of bad segments in γw
≥ 9
10
. (3.17.2)
Let T2 be an exponent such that for all edge paths γ with |γ| < 10C, [f t(γ)] is completely split
for all t ≥ T2. Then for any long bad segment b, bounded cancellation lemma implies that
total length of bad segments in [f t(b)] ≤ 1
5
total length of bad segments in b.
Together with the assumption 3.17.2, we get
(total length of bad segments in f t(γw)) ≤ 9
50
(total length of bad segments in γw).
for all t ≥ T2. Now set T = max{T1, T2}, and the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.19. Let h : G′ → G′ be a CT that represents ϕ−1 ∈ Out(FN). Define, g′(γ′) for γ′ ∈ G′,
and g′(w) for w ∈ FN analogously. Then, given 0 < δ < 1, there is an exponent T > 0 such that,
up to replacing f and h with powers, for any element w ∈ FN, either
g(ϕt(w)) ≥ δ
12
or
g′(ϕ−t(w)) ≥ δ
for all t ≥ T .
Proof. Let h : G′ → G′ be a CT that represents ϕ−1 ∈ Out(FN) and g′ be the corresponding
goodness function, and we pass to appropriate powers according to Convention-Remark 3.15. The
proof is now nearly identical to that of [28, Proposition 4.20] where number of illegal turns is
replaced by total length of bad segments. 
Proposition 3.20. [28, Proposition 3.3] Let f : X → X be a homeomorphism of a compact
metrizable space X. Let Y ⊂ X be dense subset of X, and let ∆+ and ∆− be two f -invariant sets
in X that are disjoint. Assume that the following criterion holds:
For every neighborhood U of ∆+ and every neighborhood V of ∆− there exists an integer m0 ≥ 1
such that for any m ≥ m0 and any y ∈ Y one has either fm(y) ∈ U or f−m(y) ∈ V .
Then f2 has generalized uniform North-South dynamics from ∆− to ∆+.
Proposition 3.21. [28, Proposition 3.4] Let f : X → X be a homeomorphism of a compact space
X, and let ∆+ and ∆− be disjoint f -invariant sets. Assume that some power fp with p ≥ 1 has
generalized uniform North-South dynamics from ∆− to ∆+.
Then the map f , too, has generalized uniform North-South dynamics from ∆− to ∆+.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The theorem now follows from combination of Lemma 3.17, Lemma 3.19,
Proposition 3.20 and Proposition 3.21. 
4. Hyperbolic extensions of free groups
In this section we use the dynamics of atoroidal outer automorphisms to prove Theorem 1.1 from
the introduction which allows us to construct new examples of hyperbolic extensions of free groups.
In what follows we will utilize theory of laminations on free groups which appear as supports of
currents on FN. We refer reader to [4, 5, 9, 12, 13, 14, 18, 21] for detailed discussions. A lamination
is a closed subset of ∂2 FN which is FN-invariant, and flip-invariant. We say that a free factor F
carries a lamination Λ if all lines in Λ are contained in ∂2 F.
Convention 4.1. Throughout this section we assume that we pass to the finite index characteristic
subgroup IAN (Z3) of Out(FN) as in Handel–Mosher subgroup decomposition theory [21] so that
for each outer automorphism every periodic conjugacy class is fixed, and every periodic free factor
system is invariant.
Let H be a subgroup of Out(FN) and F1 @ F2 @ . . . @ Fn = FN be a maximal H-invariant
filtration of FN by free factor systems, meaning that if H(A) = A for some F i @ A @ F i+1, then
either A = F i or A = F i+1. Let ϕ ∈ H be an atoroidal outer automorphism. Consider a (possibly
trivial) refinement A1 @ A2 @ . . . @ Am = FN of F1 @ F2 @ . . . @ Fn = FN which is a maximal
invariant filtration for ϕ.
If H fixes the conjugacy class of a free factor F of FN, we will call the image of H in Out(F)
under the natural homomorphism Stab(F) → Out(F) the restriction of H to F and denote it by
H|F.
We say that an H-invariant free factor F is minimal if H does not fix the conjugacy class of
any proper free factor of F. Similar definition holds for ϕ by considering the cyclic subgroup 〈ϕ〉.
Observe that for ϕ ∈ H each minimal ϕ-invariant free factor Fiϕ is contained in a unique minimal
H-invariant free factor FiH.
Definition 4.2. Let ϕ and ψ be two atoroidal outer automorphisms with attracting and repelling
simplices ∆±(ϕ) and ∆±(ψ) given by Theorem 1.4. We say that ϕ and ψ are independent if
∆±(ϕ) ∩∆±(ψ) = ∅.
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Lemma 4.3. Let ϕ ∈ H be an atoroidal outer automorphism. Suppose that the restriction of H to
Fi is not virtually cyclic for each minimal H-invariant free factor Fi of FN. Then H contains two
independent atoroidal outer automorphisms.
Proof. Let {Fi}si=1 be the set of all minimal H-invariant free factors. For each i = 1, . . . s the
restriction of H to Fi is irreducible, hence by [21, Theorem A] and [22, Theorem 0.1] H contains
an element θi whose restriction to F
i is fully irreducible, and since H is not geometric (since it
contains an atoroidal element), we can choose θi in a way that its restriction to F
i is both fully
irreducible and atoroidal [36, Theorem 5.4].
Since fully irreducible and atoroidal elements are precisely the loxodromic isometries of the co-
surface graph [15], invoking [10, Theorem 5.1] we can find a single θ ∈ H such that for each
i = 1, . . . s, the restriction θ|Fi is fully irreducible and atoroidal. Recall that each fully irreducible
and atoroidal outer automorphism acts on the space of projectivized geodesic currents with uniform
north-south dynamics [30, 35]. Let [µi−(θ)] ∈ PCurr(Fi) and [µi+(θ)] ∈ PCurr(Fi) denote the
unstable and stable currents for the restriction θ|Fi . Since the stabilizer of the set {[µi−(θ)], [µi+(θ)]}
is virtually cyclic in Out(Fi), [25], using the assumption on H we can furthermore assume that for
the above θ ∈ H it holds that θ|Fi and ϕ|Fi are independent.
Hence, we can find M > 0 large enough so that θM (∆i±(ϕ)) ∩∆i±(ϕ) = ∅, where ∆i±(ϕ) are the
attracting and repelling simplices of ϕ|Fi in PCurr(F
i).
More precisely, choose Ui, Vi open neighborhoods of [µ
i
+(θ)], [µ
i−(θ)] in PCurr(Fi) which are
disjoint from ∆i±(ϕ). Pick M > 0 such that θm(PCurr(Fi) \ Vi) ⊂ Ui for all m ≥ M , in particular
θM (∆i±) ⊂ Ui. See Figure 1. In fact, we choose M that works for all minimal H-invariant free
factors for suitable open neighborhoods of attracting simplices as there are only finitely many
minimal H-invariant free factors.
Vi
µi−(θ)
•Ui
•
µi+(θ)
∆i+(ϕ)
∆i−(ϕ)
PCurr(Fi)
Figure 1. Dynamics on PCurr(Fi)
Now consider the automorphism η = θMϕθ−M which is atoroidal since being atoroidal is invariant
under conjugacy. Furthermore ∆i+(η) = θ
M (∆i+(ϕ)) and ∆
i−(η) = θM (∆i−(ϕ)) in PCurr(Fi), and
∆+(η) = θ
M (∆+(ϕ)) and ∆−(η) = θM (∆−(ϕ)) in PCurr(FN).
Claim. η and ϕ are independent.
Let [µk+] be an extremal point in the attracting simplex ∆+(ϕ). We first want to show that
θM ([µk+]) 6= [µ] for any point [µ] ∈ ∆±(ϕ).
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Notice that by Proposition 3.3 the point [µk+] corresponds to some EG stratum Hk in the CT
map f : G→ G that represents ϕ.
Let Fkϕ be the unique (minimal) free factor carrying supp(µ
k
+) (this support is the attracting
lamination corresponding to the EG stratum Hk in the sense of Bestvina–Feighn–Handel [5]), and
consider a minimal ϕ-invariant free factor Fiϕ @ Fkϕ. The free factor F iϕ is contained in some minimal
H-invariant free factor F i as above.
Let [µi+] ∈ ∆+ be the unique geodesic current whose support is carried by Fiϕ. We first observe
that by definition supp(µi+) ⊂ supp(µk+). Second, the subgroup H and so the element θM preserves
Fi, therefore supp(θMµi+) is carried by F
i.
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that θM ([µk+]) = [µ]. In that case we have supp(θ
M ([µk+])) =
supp([µ]), hence
supp(θM ([µi+])) ⊂ supp(θM ([µk+])) = supp([µ]).
Only sublaminations of supp([µ]) that are carried by Fi could possibly come from supports of
extremal points of ∆i±(ϕ), and since (θM∆i+) ∩∆i± = ∅, the above inclusion is not possible, hence
we get a contradiction.
Since the support of any point in ∆+(η) is union of supports of extremal points, we get ∆+(η)∩
∆±(ϕ) = ∅. A symmetric argument finishes the proof.

We will prove the hyperbolicity of the extension using a classical argument of Bestvina, Feighn
and Handel [4] which originates in the work of Mosher [31] as interpreted by Kapovich and Lustig
[25].
Proposition 4.4. Let ϕ,ψ ∈ H be two independent atoroidal outer automorphisms. Then, there
exist M,N > 0 such that for any µ ∈ Curr(FN) and for all n ≥ N,m ≥M , for at least three out of
four elements α in {ϕn, ϕ−n, ψm, ψ−m}
|αµ|G ≥ 2|µ|G.
Proof. Let U be a sufficiently small open neighborhood of ∆+(ϕ), and M0 > 0 so that for any
µ ∈ Curr(FN) such that [µ] ∈ ∆+(ϕ) it holds that |ϕn(µ)|G ≥ 2|µ|G for all n ≥ M0. This can
be done, because of the topology of the space of currents, and the fact that for each extremal
point [µ+] of ∆+(ϕ), ϕ(µ+) = λµ+ for some λ > 1. For the corresponding statement in the fully
irreducible case see [25, Lemma 4.12].
We also choose a small neighborhood V of ∆−(ϕ), and M1 so that for each µ ∈ Curr(FN) such
that [µ] ∈ ∆−(ϕ) it holds that |ϕ−n(µ)|G ≥ 2|µ|G for all n ≥M . Let M ′ = max{M0,M1}.
Similarly, we choose neighborhoods U ′ and V ′ of ∆+(ψ) and ∆−(ψ) respectively and a corre-
sponding N ′ > 0.
By Theorem 1.4, there exists an exponent M+ such that
ϕn(PCurr(FN) \ V ) ⊂ U
and
ϕ−n(PCurr(FN) \ U) ⊂ V
for all n ≥M+.
Similarly, there exists an exponent N+ such that
ψn(PCurr(FN) \ V ′) ⊂ U ′
and
ψ−n(PCurr(FN) \ U ′) ⊂ V ′
for all n ≥ N+.
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Now set M = M ′+M+ and N = N ′+N+. Let µ ∈ V . Then, the choice of M and N guarantee
that |ϕ−nµ|G ≥ 2|µ|G, |ψmµ|G ≥ 2|µ|G and |ψ−mµ|G ≥ 2|µ|G. Other cases can be proved similarly,
hence the proposition follows.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let F i be a minimal, non-trivial H-invariant free factor, and let ϕ, η, θ be
as in Lemma 4.3. Since θ is fully irreducible, for large M the free factors F iϕ and θ
MF iϕ fill the free
factor Fi. Under this assumption, based on work of Bestvina and Feighn [3], Taylor [33, Theorem
1.3] proved that for some K > 0, the group 〈ϕK , ηK〉 is isomorphic to a free group of rank 2. (He
proves much more but we don’t need them here.)
The fact that the corresponding free group extension is hyperbolic now follows from Proposition
4.4 and Bestvina–Feighn combination theorem, see proof of [4, Theorem 5.2].

We finish the paper with Corollary 1.5 from the introduction:
Corollary 1.5. Let ϕ ∈ Out(FN) be a fully irreducible and atoroidal outer automorphism. Then,
for any atoroidal outer automorphism ψ ∈ Out(FN) (not necessarily fully irreducible) which is not
commensurable with ϕ, there exists an exponent M > 0 so that for all n,m > M , the subgroup
Γ = 〈ϕn, ψm〉 < Out(FN) is purely atoroidal and the corresponding free extension EΓ is hyperbolic.
Proof. Let ϕ be as above, and let [µ+(ϕ)], and [µ−(ϕ)] be the corresponding stable and unstable
currents in PCurr(FN). Since ψ is not commensurable with ϕ, the attracting simplex ∆+(ψ), the
repelling simplex ∆−(ψ), and the stable and unstable currents [µ+(ϕ)] and [µ−(ϕ)] are all disjoint.
Choose disjoint open neighborhoods of these sets, and choose high enough powers of ϕ and
ψ so that there is a uniform north-south dynamics which is guaranteed by Theorem 1.4. Then
Proposition 4.4, together with Bestvina–Feighn combination theorem gives the required result.

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